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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Paul Quinn College (PQC) has a vision for becoming an engine for economic and social 
change in the community, transforming the lives of residents in PQCʼs under-resourced 
neighborhood while providing invaluable learning experiences for PQC students.  To 
start, Paul Quinn College wants to focus on addressing the neighborhoodʼs most basic 
need – access to healthy food. 
 
A small historically black college in Dallas, TX, Paul Quinn College (PQC) is located in a 
food desert neighborhood – a low-income community with low access to fresh fruits and 
vegetables.  PQC has already begun to address the communityʼs need for healthy food 
by starting the WE Over Me Farm on campus, but Michael Sorrel, President of PQC, 
wants to do more.  To develop a strategy for creating healthy food access, PQC asked 
me to answer the following policy question. 
 
1.1 Policy question (Section 2) 
How should Paul Quinn College create a social purpose business for healthy food 
access that spurs sustainable economic development in the surrounding under-
resourced community? 
 
1.2 Recommendations (Section 8) 
To create access to healthy food, spur community economic development, and provide 
educational opportunities to PQC students, I recommend that PQC pursue a small, 
limited-assortment format grocery store with an auxiliary business to supplement the 
grocery storeʼs revenue. 
 
I recommend that PQC build an 8,000 square-foot full-service store on the proposed on-
campus site.  Such a store is large enough to offer a full array of products and achieve 
some economies of scale in its sourcing.  To capture the portion of the immediate 
market necessary to become financially viable, the PQC store should use its social 
mission to distinguish itself from its competitors, making itself a store of and for the 
community in the following ways. 

• PQC should focus on offering those products that are not available at nearby 
stores – fresh produce, quality dry goods, and healthy prepared food. 

• PQC should build a commercial kitchen into the grocery store to prepare quality 
food for a full-service deli. 

• Sourcing, where possible, from local producers will distinguish the PQC store 
from its competitors as well as increase the store’s beneficial impact on the local 
economy and the natural environment. 

• The PQC store should hire local residents, pay living wages, and offer benefits.  
• To gain traction in the community and develop customer loyalty, PQC should 

offer quality customer service and health education services, such as nutrition 
education. 

• To help ensure profitability, the PQC store should have an auxiliary business with 
higher profit margins, such as a catering business, a rentable commercial kitchen 
space, or socially responsible retail financial services. 
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1.3 Methodology (Section 3 and Appendix B) 
My strategy for answering the policy question included the following four major 
components. 

1. Background research and a review of the relevant literature. (Section 4) 
2. A grocery store market study of PQCʼs neighborhood. (Section 5) 
3. Case studies of related businesses and organizations. (Section 6) 
4. Grocery store income statement under different scenarios. (Section 7) 

 
1.4 Market study and financial analysis findings (Sections 5 and 7) 
As shown in Table 1.1, Highland Hills is much lower income than the United States as a 
whole with only $24,000 in median household income compared to $50,000 nationally.  
Area households spend about half as much on food for home consumption (food bought 
in a grocery store) than the national average and in total the neighborhood spends over 
$14 million each year on food at home.  
 

 
 
As shown in Table 1.2, residents within a 5-minute drive of PQC and not within a five-
minute drive of a full-service grocery store spend about $8.2 million on groceries.  
Residents spend only $300,000 within this community, leaving $7.9 million in potential 
local revenue. With an 8,000 square-foot store, PQC would need to capture 35% of this 
surplus to generate typical grocery store revenue.  To achieve $2.8 million in sales, 
each area household would need to spend about $18 per week at the PQC store.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 
Though Paul Quinn College (PQC) is in an under-resourced neighborhood in Dallas, 
PQC views the need in the neighborhood as an opportunity to increase its engagement 
in the community, providing learning opportunities for the students. Michael Sorrell, 
President of PQC, believes the college could serve as a catalyst for community 
economic development.  Working long hours in his first months at PQCʼs helm in 2007,1 
President Sorrell experienced first hand the lack of healthy food in the neighborhood 
and decided that PQC should work to increase food access in the community. 
 
Paul Quinn College has already begun addressing the food needs of the community by 
planting a farm on its unused football field, but PQC wants to do more.  President Sorrell 
imagines small farms flourishing in the vacant lots that dot PQCʼs neighborhood and a 
community store selling the locally-grown produce, employing neighborhood residents, 
and providing educational opportunities to the students.  The purpose of this report is to 
flesh out this vision. 
 
In response to the below policy question, I ultimately propose that PQC pursue a small, 
limited-assortment format grocery store with an auxiliary business to supplement the 
storeʼs revenue.  
 
 
2.1. Policy question 
 
How should Paul Quinn College create a social purpose business for healthy food 
access that spurs sustainable economic development in the surrounding under-
resourced community? 
 
 
2.2. Paul Quinn College 
 
Paul Quinn College is a private, faith-based, four-year liberal arts college.  Founded by 
the African Methodist Episcopal Church in Austin in 1872, the school continues its 
affiliation with the AME Church, but, in 1877, moved to Waco and then to a 140-acre 
campus in Dallas in 1990.2  One of the nationʼs 110 Historical Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCU), PQC is dedicated to providing “a quality, faith-based education 
that addresses the academic, social, and Christian development of students and 
prepares them to be servant leaders and agents of change in their communities.”3   
 
PQC is in the process of becoming an official work college, of which there are currently 
seven in the country.  Work colleges treat work as a fundamental part of higher 
education. They require all students to work 10-15 hours per week, reducing student 
debt and enhancing studentsʼ education.4 
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Paul Quinn College is situated in the southeast area of Dallasʼs Oak Cliff neighborhood.5 
The Unites States Department of Agriculture (USDA) officially classifies the two census 
tracks to PQCʼs south and the one to its north as food deserts, as shown in Map 2.1.6 
The USDA defines a food desert as a low-income census tract with 500 people or at 
least 33% of the residents living more than 1-mile from a grocery store.7 The closest 
grocery store is almost four miles in driving distance to the northeast of campus.8 
 

 
Map 2.1. Food desert census tracts in pink around Paul Quinn College9 
 
In 2010, PQC established the “WE Over Me” Farm.  In recognition of the lack of healthy 
food options in the neighborhood surrounding PQC, the farm has three goals: 1) “help 
address the lack of affordable, healthy food options available to economically depressed 
areas in the City of Dallas;” 2) “create a replicable model for achieving sustainable 
urban re-development built around providing safe food options to economically 
depressed communities;” and 3) “create a facility that will deliver preventative health 
care (that focuses on nutrition and exercise) to the underserved community surrounding 
the College.”10 The farm donates 10% of the produce it grows to neighborhood charities, 
runs a pick and purchase program for local residents, and sells the rest at farmers 
markets and to the Collegeʼs cafeteria and local restaurants.11, 12, 13 
 
For more background information on Paul Quinn College and the surrounding 
community, please see Appendix C1.   
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
To answer the policy question, I propose a business model that addresses PQCʼs social 
goals and has the potential to generate financial returns.  My strategy for developing this 
business model included five major components listed briefly here and described in 
more detail in Appendix B. 
 

1. Background research and a review of the relevant literature. 
2. A grocery store market study of PQCʼs neighborhood.  
3. Case studies of related businesses and organizations. 
4. Grocery store income statement under different scenarios. 

 
Informed by the market opportunity analysis and financial scenarios and drawing from 
the case studies, I propose PQC start a community grocery store. 
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
As part of the early work for this project, I conducted a review of the literature for several 
topics related to PQCʼs project.  The majority of this research is included in Appendices 
C and D.  Here, I have provided key takeaways from the literature on: 

• retail food industry (4.1) 
• food deserts (4.2) 
• community economic development (4.3) 
• social purpose enterprises (4.4) 
• retail food distribution (4.5) 
• urban food production (4.6) 
• higher education institutions working on community economic development (4.7) 
• tax status and business structure options for PQCʼs project (4.8) 

I have included here the information from each section that is most pertinent to this 
report.  More extensive discussions of each of these topics are available in Appendices 
C and D. 
 
 
4.1. Supermarket industry 
 
To ensure healthy food access for its neighbors, I have proposed that Paul Quinn 
College start a grocery store.  Understanding how the supermarket industry is structured 
and operates is an important starting place for considering such an endeavor. 
 
The supermarket industry is fairly consolidated with fifty of the largest companies 
generating about 70% of the $584.37 billion in industry-wide revenue.14, 15  Wal-Mart is 
the largest grocery retailer, holding about 20% of the grocery market. 16  The 
supermarket industry has extremely low profit margins and stores must focus on selling 
large amounts of volume in order to be profitable. Net profit is very low for supermarkets 
at less than 2% of sales with some stores netting less than a penny per dollar of sales.17  
 
Most grocery store customers are the female heads of their households.18 They shop 
2.2 times per week, spending an average of $27.30 per trip.19  Since customers travel 
typically only 1 or 2 miles from their homes to shop for groceries, companies carefully 
consider local demographics when choosing store locations.20 
 
Please see Appendix C2 for a more complete overview of the supermarket industry. 
 
 
4.2. Food deserts 
 
As this project is intended to address the fact that PQCʼs community is a food desert, 
this section explains the concepts and what issues Paul Quinn College hopes to 
address by creating healthy food access in its neighborhood.  The United States 
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Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines a food desert as “a low-income census 
tract where a substantial number or share of residents has low access to a supermarket 
or large grocery store.”21 
 
Research has found that the lowest income neighborhoods have 30% fewer 
supermarkets, which are the primary source of fresh produce, than high-income 
neighborhoods.22  Typically in low-income neighborhoods food prices are higher and 
quality lower.23  In addition, the racial makeup of a neighborhood is associated with the 
availability of grocery store. Predominately black neighborhoods have 52% the chain 
supermarkets that white neighborhoods have when controlling for relevant 
socioeconomic factors such as neighborhood income.24  Furthermore, the increased 
prevalence of fast food restaurants in black neighborhoods compounds the adverse 
health effects of poor access to healthy food.25 
 
A more thorough discussion of food deserts is available in Appendix D1. 
 
 
4.3 Community economic development 
 
Community economic development has many definitions but, for the purposes of this 
paper, can be defined as “economic empowerment through self-determination, cultural 
awareness, and group self-sufficiency.”26 Researchers argue that the need for 
community economic development results from three deficiencies: 1) market failures in 
a community; 2) an inability of the state to adequately respond “on behalf of those 
affected by market failures;” and 3) the inability of existing public and private institutions 
to develop a solution to “poverty and neighborhood decline.”27 
 
Since the late 1960s, many organizations, particularly non-profits, have pursued 
community economic development in low-income and under-resourced communities.  In 
such pursuits, these organizations have the dual goals of creating “democratic influence 
over a local economy and the equitable allocation of resources.”28 
 
For a more in-depth discussion of community economic development, please see 
Appendix D2. 
 
 
4.4 Social purpose enterprises 
 
An understanding of what makes social enterprises distinct from for-profit businesses or 
non-profit organizations and the benefits and challenges of social entrepreneurship 
inform the shape of the project. 
 
Many community economic development organizations have begun to develop for-profit 
enterprises to support and complement their non-profit missions and services.29  These 
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social purpose enterprises seek to create social change while generating revenue.  For 
the purposes of this project, a social purpose enterprise is defined as “a business 
dedicated to remediating a weakness in the social system, impacting people or the 
planet.”30  Social purpose enterprises “meet a social need unmet by current 
infrastructure in an…entrepreneurial way.”31  Put in different terms, social purpose 
enterprises can be thought of as “organizations seeking business solutions to social 
problems.”32 
 
Appendix D2 contains a more detailed discussion of social purpose enterprises. 
 
 
4.5. Retail food distribution 
 
To start a successful social purpose business that ensures healthy food access to its 
neighbors and spurs economic development, Paul Quinn College must understand the 
landscape of retail food businesses, namely small full-service grocery stores and 
convenience stores, currently serving neighborhoods similar to Highland Hills.  This 
section also provides key takeaways from the literature on the demand for healthy food 
in food desert neighborhoods as well as definitions for “local” in the context of retail 
grocery storesʼ local sourcing practices. A more comprehensive discussion of these 
topics is available in Appendix D3. 
 
4.5.1. Small full-service grocery stores 
 
While concern has grown for urban and rural communities that lack access to 
supermarkets (i.e. food deserts), some low-income urban communities do have access 
to independent small- and medium-sized grocery stores.  A 2007 study of the San 
Francisco Bay Area documented the accessibility, affordability, nutritional adequacy, 
cultural acceptability, and quality of full-service small grocery stores in three low-income 
neighborhoods.33 
 
The store in the Bayview, a predominately black neighborhood in San Francisco, was 
the only store studied that received financial support as part of a city program helping 
stores offer more produce and healthy food options.  All the small grocery stores 
studied, with the exception of the Bayview store, catered to Latino populations and had 
largely Latino costumers, even in the ethnically mixed neighborhood.  This studyʼs 
findings suggest that small full-service grocery stores may serve some populations well 
(specific ethnic clientele, such as Latinos) and others not so well – a significant disparity 
that is relevant to Paul Quinn College and its predominantly black neighborhood.34 
 
Several factors about the stores studied are relevant.  First, the stores relied heavily on 
“sweat equity” from the storeowners and unpaid labor from the ownersʼ families to staff 
the stores, suggesting problems with financial sustainability.  In addition, the 
storeowners reported that the produce was “often the least profitable aspect” of their 
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establishments, because of spoilage and the cost of labor necessary to handle and 
display it.35  For more information, see Appendix D3.1. 
 
4.5.2. Convenience stores 
 
While many food desert neighborhoods do not have full-service grocery stores, they 
often have many convenience stores.  Convenience stores usually sell beverages and 
snack foods that are energy-rich but nutritionally poor (i.e. empty calorie foods) and offer 
few healthy options such as fresh produce.36  
 
Some cities are pursuing incentive programs to encourage convenience stores to offer 
healthier food products. The Food Trust, a food policy research and advocacy 
organization, suggests that working with convenience stores to provide healthy options 
“can be a strategic economic and public health investment” for governments.37  The low 
profitability of produce compared with other items along with the hassle and expense of 
stocking food that spoils quickly are likely reasons for convenience stores choosing not 
to carry fresh produce. 38  A 2010 study analyzed the financial information from a 
convenience store in New Orleans that carried fresh produce and found that 51% of 
profits came from alcohol and tobacco sales, 10% from beverages, 4% from snack 
foods, and 3% from fruits and vegetables.39 These findings suggest that the limited 
financial incentives and capacity of convenience stores to become sources of healthy 
foods may be a significant barrier to relying on convenience stores to help solve the 
food desert issue. 
 
For a more extensive discussion of convenience stores, see Appendix D3.2. 
 
4.5.3. Demand for fresh fruits and vegetables 
 
Conventional economic wisdom suggests and some store owners believe that the 
reason fresh produce is not available in food deserts is because there is no demand.40  
Several studies have set out to assess the demand for produce in food desserts and 
found that latent demand in fact exists. The findings from these studies suggest that 
while PQCʼs neighborhood lacks sufficient access to fresh fruits and vegetable, there 
may, in fact, be sufficient demand to support the sale of them.  
  
A 2011 survey of the healthy food-deficient Piety Hill neighborhood of Detroit found 
latent demand for produce among these consumers.41  In addition, some survey 
respondents believed that significantly less than the recommended amount of fruits and 
vegetables was needed for a healthy diet, suggesting the need for nutrition education.42 
 
A 2010 study that researched the food and retail qualities important to low-income 
households in underserved neighborhoods offers several findings relevant to Paul 
Quinn Collegeʼs project.43  Individuals surveyed shopped at several locations and 
preferred stores large enough to offer a wide variety of products.  Survey respondents 
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associated cleanliness with fresh and wholesome food and indicated that price was the 
determining factor in purchasing produce.44  See Appendix D3.3 for more information on 
demand for fruits and vegetables in low-income neighborhoods. 
 
4.5.4. Local food sourcing 
 
To increase the extent to which PQCʼs efforts to provide healthy food access contribute 
to local economic development, I have proposed that PQC source some of the products 
sold in the store from local producers, such as its own on-campus farm and other local 
farms. 
 
In the context of food, “local” is defined in many different ways.  Many definitions 
emphasize food miles (or the distance that food has to travel) as opposed to defining it 
by other measures of sustainability such as agricultural practices. State agricultural 
departments often define local as within the state, no matter the size of the state. Some 
local food system proponents suggest that local should be defined by shared biological, 
hydrological, and other natural systems, e.g., local should be contained to a bioregion.  
Still others argue that cultural and historical factors should be considered in defining the 
boundaries for local food.   
 
Demand for locally grown food has increased over the last several years.  According to 
the USDA, nationally, the number of farmers markets, a rough indicator of demand for 
local food, has grown from a little over 1,700 in 1994 to close to 8,000 farmers markets 
in 2012.45 With growing demand, independent and chain food retailers are beginning to 
offer local products.   
 
Paul Quinn College will need to work with its students and community to create the 
definition of “local” that the proposed grocery store will use in terms of producersʼ 
location, practices, and contribution to the communityʼs economic sustainability. 
 
See Appendix D3.4 for a more thorough discussion of local sourcing practices.  
 
 
4.6. Urban food production 
 
With a farm on-campus, Paul Quinn College is looking to strengthen its existing urban 
agricultural practices and expand their reach. This section discusses the benefits of 
urban agriculture and the number of forms it may take.  
 
Food production in urban areas has begun to take root again.  Urban agriculture was 
once a common part of the US landscape, with urbanites encouraged to plant “Victory 
Gardens” during WWI and WWII.46  Urban agriculture declined after the wars as former 
garden plots were used to build homes for the growing urban and suburban populations.  
Yet, in recent years, urban food production has seen a revival. 
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In cities with declining or shifting populations, food deserts, and urban blight, 
communities are beginning to plant productive landscapes. According to a 2012 
PolicyLink report on urban agriculture, urban farming and community gardens have 
three main benefits: providing access to healthy food, improving the local economy, and 
revitalizing communities.47  In starting its local farm and seeking to expand food 
production the community, Paul Quinn College is working to address these challenges 
as well. 
 
Please see Appendix D4 for more examples of projects that are creating community 
benefits through urban agriculture. 
 
 
4.7. Higher education institutions and community economic development 
 
As a college working to create community economic development, Paul Quinn College 
is part of a trend of institutions of higher education engaging in their communities.  With 
the transformation of the US economy from manufacturing- to knowledge-based 
production, universities and colleges have an increasing role in spurring regional 
economic development.  Universities are often a major employer if not the largest 
source of jobs for a city. These institutions, having understood the value for their 
employees and students of being located in a vibrant community, have engaged in 
economic development efforts.48 
 
Beyond the education they provide their students, some colleges and universities 
engage directly in job training efforts for local residents, often in collaboration with local 
governments. A number of universities have also formed partnerships to found 
community development corporations that promote neighborhood revitalization, home 
ownership, and business development.49   
 
Many colleges and universitiesʼ faculty also enter into partnerships with community 
organizations for community development initiatives. Urban colleges and universities 
have also engaged in real estate development to promote neighborhood revitalization.50  
 
Appendix D5 contains some examples of colleges and universities engaging with their 
communities around food and agriculture. 
 
 
4.8. Social enterprise tax status options 
 
Paul Quinn College is a 501(c)3 tax exempt nonprofit organization.  Under the National 
Taxonomy of Exempt Entities, the organization is classified as B42 for being a 4-year 
undergraduate educational institution.  Its mission for exemption purposes is to provide 
secondary education.51  In considering starting a new revenue-generating activity, PQC 
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must consider its relationship with the enterprise and the enterpriseʼs tax status and 
answer the following questions: 
 

1. Should the business be a for-profit or non-profit? 
2. Should the business be directly operated by the 501(c)3 nonprofit organization or 

a subsidiary of the organization? 
3. If the business is a subsidiary, will it be wholly owned by the organization, an 

LLC, or a joint venture?  
4. If it is a nonprofit subsidiary, what nonprofit status should it have? 

 
A summary of the tax status considerations PQC must study is available in Appendix 
D6. This section and Appendix D6 do not constitute legal advice but simply present 
PQC with information it might consider, in consultation with a lawyer. 
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5. RETAIL GROCERY MARKET STUDY 
 
5.1 Description of the Trade Area 
 
Paul Quinn College is located in southern Dallas to the northwest of the intersection of 
Interstate-45 and Interstate-20.  Exiting onto Simpson Stuart Road from I-45, it appears 
almost as if one is in the countryside; one passes an abandoned gas station, crosses 
over a creek and drives by houses set back from the road on the way to PQC.  A new-
looking fence lined with hedges marks the stretch where PQCʼs campus borders 
Simpson Stuart Road.  PQCʼs buildings are set back from the road not for purely 
aesthetic reasons, as it might appear, but because, several years ago, PQC demolished 
the dilapidated school buildings that had lined the road. 
 

 
 Map 5.1. Paul Quinn College area 
 Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online52 
 
A large city landfill is just over 2 miles west of the entrance to Paul Quinn College. To 
the south of the college across Simpson Stuart Road, is a neighborhood of single-family 
homes, many of which appear to be in need of some upkeep.  Directly to the west of 
PQC are several apartment complexes of low-income housing known in the 
neighborhood as The Pinks and The Greens for their Easter-colored paint. 
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While others might see a run-down neighborhood, Paul Quinn College sees 
opportunities.  If the neighborhood needs a grocery store, PQC should start one, giving 
the schoolʼs students the opportunity to learn from engaging with and serving the 
community.  In this vein, PQC is proposing building the proposed grocery store in the 
southwest corner of campus along Simpson Stuart Road (Map 5.2).  An on-campus 
location allows PQC to donate land to the project, and this particular spot on the 
campus is easily accessible to the community. 
 

 
Map 5.2. Paul Quinn College with proposed grocery store site 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
To provide a firm understanding of the market, this study includes a demographic profile 
and grocery retail demand, supply, and gap analyses of the area surrounding the 
potential site.  Please note that while I have used parameters for a conventional 
supermarket in this market study, they would differ depending on what business 
structure PQC chooses for the grocery store.  For example a consumer-owned 
cooperative grocery typically draws customers from a much greater distance than a 
conventional supermarket.  Were PQC able to make the store a non-profit business, the 
market potential would likely also be different because of the cachet such a status might 
carry. 
 
This area can be demarcated in several ways:  1) by neighborhood boundaries as 
determined by major roads and freeways; 2) radii from the proposed grocery store site; 
and 3) driving times from the proposed grocery store site.  Below are maps showing 
these demarcations of the trade area.  Larger versions of these maps are available in 
Appendix F1.  To provide context for local demographics, I have also included here 
demographic information on Dallas County, the Dallas-Fortworth-Arlington Metropolitan 
Statistical Area, Texas, and the United States. 
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5.1.1. Trade area maps 
 

  
Map 5.3. Neighborhood south of campus (3.9 sq. mi.) Map 5.4. Highland Hills neighborhood (7.5 sq. mi.) 
 

  
Map 5.5. Overview map with rings Map 5.6. Overview map with drive times 
1, 2, and 3-mile radius rings around proposed store site 3, 5, and 8-minute drive times to proposed store site 
 
Source for all maps: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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5.1.2 Demographic profile of trade area 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
Table 5.1 provides an overview of the demographic characteristics of the trade area 
surrounding the proposed grocery store site on Paul Quinn Collegeʼs campus and Table 
5.2 provides the same information for the comparison areas. Highlights from these 
tables are presented in more focused tables and in the narrative in this section. 
 
As shown in Table 5.3, Highland Hills has over 16, 900 individuals living in 5,815 
households.  About 7,300 households or 20,700 individuals reside within the 2-mile 
radius of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus.  While fewer than 10,000 individuals live 
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within a 3-minute drive of the proposed site, over 30,600 individuals live within an 8-
minute drive. 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
The area around the proposed grocery store site on Paul Quinn Collegeʼs campus is 
much lower income than Dallas County or the United States as a whole.  As shown in 
Table 5.4, the median household income within a 2-mile radius of the proposed grocery 
site is about $22,500, which is less than half of the national median of about $50,000.  
Of the approximately 7,300 households within a 2-mile radius of the proposed site, 
about 32% or over 2,300 households have incomes less than $15,000 per year.  
Another 36% of households earn between $15,000 and $34,999, leaving only 31% of 
households in the area earning more than $35,000 compared with 70% in the Metro 
Area and 65% nationally. 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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Within a 1-mile radius of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus, 93% of residents report 
their race as black and only 5% report their ethnicity as Hispanic (Table 5.5).  Within a 
3-mile radius of the proposed site, about 85% of the population is black and 13% are 
ethnically Hispanic.  These figures differ greatly from the county of Dallas in which 22% 
of residents are black and 38% are Hispanic.   
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
As shown in Table 5.3, homeownership rates in the area are fairly comparable to Dallas 
Countyʼs rate of 53%.  In the neighborhood to the south of PQCʼs campus with mostly 
detached single-family homes, the homeownership rate is over 70%, compared to 55% 
of the entire Highland Hills neighborhood.  Residents in the neighborhood to the south 
of campus are also older on average than residents in the rest of the area.  Within 3-
miles of the proposed site, the median age is 34 and 14% of the population is 65 years 
old or older, while the median age in the neighborhood to the south of campus is 38.8 
and close to 17% of the residents are 65 or older. 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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In the trade area, the population is less educated than the Dallas area or the nation. 
About 25% of the population aged 25 or older in Highland Hills do not have a high 
school diploma, GED, or equivalent, compared with 15% of the US population.  For 58% 
of the residents 25 and older within a 2-mile radius of the proposed site, a high school 
diploma or its equivalent is the highest degree obtained. In contrast, nationally only 50% 
of residents end their education with a high school diploma.  While 17% of individuals 25 
years old and older nationally and 21% in the Dallas Metro Area have a bachelorʼs 
degree as their highest level of education, only 8% of the population within a 2-mile 
radies of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus have attained this level of education. 
 
For tables with more detailed demographic information, please see Appendix F2. 
 
 
5.2 Retail Grocery Demand and Supply 
 
5.2.1. Demand 
 
Households within a 2-mile radius of the proposed site spend on average less than 
$2,500 each year or about half the national average household expenditure on “food at 
home,” a term used by the US Census to distinguish spending on groceries from 
spending at restaurants on “food away from home” (Table 5.7).  However, even these 
low expenditures add up with the community within a 2-mile radies of the site spending 
over $17 million on food at home each year. 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
As shown in Table 5.8, residents within a 2-mile radius of the proposed site spent an 
additional $3.7 million on non-alcoholic beverages, nonprescription drugs, and personal 
care products - other categories of goods typically found in a grocery store.  Including 
these items, households within the area spent over $23 million on items purchasable at 
most full-service grocery stores.   
 
In the same area, households spent $4.2 million total on alcoholic beverages and 
smoking products (Table 5.9).  Including these regulated substances, residents with a 2-
mile radius of the proposed site spent a total of $27.2 million on products sold in a 
typical grocery store.  Some supermarkets also have pharmacies within the store.  
Households within a 2-mile radius of the proposed store spent $2.15 million on 
prescription drugs, bringing the total household expenditures on possible supermarket 
items close to $30 million. 
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Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
5.2.2. Supply 
 
Very near to Paul Quinn College at the intersection of Simpson Stuart Road and Bonnie 
View Road are two gas stations directly across the street from each other.  The 
convenience mart of the newer looking station is the only source of fresh produce within 
2 miles as the crow flies of PQC.  The store has a small (perhaps 2 feet by 3 feet) cooler 
space that contains a box of oranges, a dozen or so apples, a couple onions, and some 
bags of pre-washed lettuce.  For some residents to the south of PQCʼs campus, this 
small offering of produce is closest fresh produce and is still a 2-mile drive from their 
homes. 
 
As shown in Map 5.7, Minyard Food Store, the closest full-service grocery store to Paul 
Quinn College, is located at the intersection of East Ledbetter Drive and South 
Lancaster Road, exactly 2 miles as the crow flies from the proposed site on campus.  
Minyardʼs, as locals call it, has an estimated 40,000 square feet of retail space53 and an 
estimated $15 million in yearly sales.1, 54  Approximately a 6-minute drive55 from the 

                                                
1 Retail sales estimates are calculated by multiplying square footage estimates by $390/square foot.  The 
Urban Land Instituteʼs “Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers: 2004” estimates that $390.25/square foot 
is the median sales volume for supermarkets in “Community Shopping Centers” where the median square 
footage of supermarkets is 50,420.  ULI estimates that $353.64/square foot is the median sales volume 
for supermarkets in “Neighborhood Shopping Centers” with median square footage of 34,187.  However, 
these are 2004 figures, so for the purposes of this project, I will use the larger of these two numbers.  Two 
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proposed grocery store site on PQCʼs campus, Minyardʼs would be PQCʼs main 
competition. 

 
Map 5.7. Full-service grocery stores near the proposed site on PQCʼs campus 
1, 2, and 3-mile rings around proposed site 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 

                                                                                                                                                       
grocery retail market studies conducted in 2011 used the $390/square foot sales volume figure, while 
another 2008 grocery retail market study used $400/square foot. 
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A little over a mile further to the north on South Lancaster Road, Fiesta Mart is the next 
closest grocery store to Paul Quinn College.  About 11 minutes away by car, Fiesta Mart 
sells an estimated $12 million in groceries each year and would also be one of Paul 
Quinn Collegeʼs primary competitors. Table 5.10 summarizes the estimated square 
footage and retail sales of the full service grocery stores within 15 minute driving 
distance, as shown in Map 5.7. 
 

 
Source: Square footage estimated by Google Maps Area Calculator, Daft Logic.56 
 Drive times and distances estimated by Google Maps driving directions. 57 
 Retail sales estimates are calculated by multiplying square footage by $390 in revenue per 
 square foot except for Walmart, which is estimated by assuming that half the storeʼs space 
 is dedicated to grocery.58 
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5.2.3 Retail Gap 
 

 
Map 5.8. Overview map with rings and drive times 
1, 2, and 3-mile radius rings around and 3, 5, and 8-minute drive times to proposed store site 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 

 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
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To the south of campus, where there are no grocery stores and residents are farthest 
from Minyard Food Stores on Ledbetter at Lancaster, there is a $10.3 million grocery 
store retail gap (Table 5.11).  However, with Minyardʼs included in the retail area, as in 
the 2-mile radius or Highland Hills area, there is close to $24 to $26 million surplus 
grocery retail for the area. 
 

 
Map 5.9. Area exclusively within a 5-minute drive of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus 
 Green area is within a 5-minute drive of Minyard Food Stores on E. Ledbetter Dr. 
 Red area is within a 5-minute drive of the proposed site; Purple is within a 5-minute drive of 
 the proposed site but not within a 5-minute drive of any other full-service grocery store. 
 Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online 
 
Close to $10 million of retail demand is within a 5-minute drive of the proposed site.  
However, some of the households within 5-minutes of the proposed grocery store site 
are also within a 5-minute drive of the closest Minyardʼs.  The area within a 5-minute 
drive of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus and not within a 5-minute drive of 
Minyardʼs (hereafter referred to as within a 5-minute drive, exclusively), as depicted in 
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Map 5.9, has an estimated $7.8 million retail gap or surplus retail grocery demand 
(Table 5.12).59   
 

 
 
5.2.4. Grocery Store Potential 
 
As shown in Table 5.13, were PQC able to capture the entirety of the estimated $7.8 
million of surplus demand within a 5-minute drive, exclusively, the neighborhood could 
support a 20,000 square-foot PQC store.  However, changing consumer habits is 
difficult and it is more likely that PQC could capture only a portion of this demand. 
 
An estimated 2,900 households call home the area within a 5-minute drive of the 
proposed site, exclusively.60 If PQC were to capture 50% of the grocery market potential 
in the area and customers spent $20 per visit, the store would require 3,743 
transactions per week to generate $3.9 million in sales yearly (Table 5.12).  To achieve 
the revenue required to sustain an approximately 10,000 square-foot store, each head 
of household in the area would need to visit the store 1.3 times per week, spending $20 
each time, or spend a total of $25 in the store each week.  The national average for trips 
to a grocery store per week is 2.2, slightly less than double the estimated trips per week 
needed to sustain an approximately 10,000 square foot PQC store. 
 
If PQC were to capture 25% of the market potential, PQC could open an approximately 
5,000 square foot store.  With customers spending $20 per visit, the store would need 
1,872 transactions per week to generate $37,900 in sales. In this scenario, each head 
of household in the area would need to visit the store once per week and spend $12 or 
visit the store every other week and spend $24 each time.  
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Source: Revenue per square foot based on “Dollar and Cents of Shopping Centers.” 61 
 National average for sale per customer transaction based on 2011 FMI Supermarket 
 Facts.62 Low-income average for sale per customer transaction based on 2011 Supermarket 
 Facts and “Supermarket Characteristics and Operating Costs in Low-Income Areas.” 2, 63 
 
 
  

                                                
2 The 2004 study “Supermarket Characteristics and Operating Costs in Low-Income Areas” found that in 
low-income areas sale per customer transaction were approximately 75% of higher-income areas. To 
approximate, using more recent figures, I used 75% of the 2011 national average according to Food 
Marketing Institute. 
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6. CASE STUDIES 
 
To provide models for PQCʼs efforts, I researched and conducted interviews with 
managers at 9 organizations and businesses working in related areas.  For these case 
studies, organizations were sought in four categories: 

1. Grocery stores in under-resourced communities. 
2. Urban farms in under-resourced communities. 
3. Grocery stores that source locally. 
4. College- or university-affiliated social enterprises. 

 
To find appropriate businesses and organizations in each of these categories, I solicited 
advice from practitioners in the fields of food, agriculture, and social enterprise, 
searched resources from foundations and consortiums working in related fields, and 
emailed relevant group email lists.  After winnowing the lists of organizations to those 
that were most similar to PQCʼs vision, I emailed 28 organizations asking each to 
participate in my study, agree to be interviewed, and share existing documentation 
about their business.  From the initial round of emails, 15 organizations responded 
expressing interest.  Ultimately, I interviewed 10 individuals from 9 organizations about 
their structures and practices. Please see Appendix B3 for more information on how the 
organizations were selected and the interviews conducted. 
 
This section addresses the key features of the organizations in each of the categories 
and draws out relevant lessons for PQC.  For more information about the organizations, 
see separate in-depth profiles in Appendix E. 
 
 
6.1. Grocery stores in under-resourced communities  
 
In deciding to open a grocery store in a food desert, PQC can learn from other 
organizations about the strategies storeowners have used to make their businesses 
successful in places where traditional food retailers have deemed the market 
unfavorable.  For this project, I researched and conducted interviews with 3 grocery 
retailers in under-resourced communities.  Table 6.1 summarizes the major features of 
Peopleʼs Community Market, Fare & Square, and TROSA Grocery.  For complete 
profiles, see Appendix E1. 
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6.1.1. Lessons and advice from case study organizations 
 
Each of the organizations I studied had different business structures (e.g. organizational 
and legal structures) and slightly different business models (i.e. means of income 
generation). Unfortunately, none of the grocery stores profiled here are currently open 
for business.  However, these case study organizations still offer important lessons for 
PQC and help shape the business model I propose for PQC.  I have listed the lessons 
the case studies offer and the advice interviewees gave by those that relate to planning 
for, choosing the business structure of, and determining the business model of a 
grocery store. 
 
Planning and gaining support 

• Consult with someone with food retail experience early on.  People Community 
Marketʼs CEO found that they spent time and money developing a plan and then 
once they brought in someone with food retail experience, they had to make 
changes that were immediately obvious to the retail-experienced individual. 

• Conduct a thorough market survey of the retail area and market opportunity 
analysis.  With a detailed understanding of the market, Paul Quinn College can 
be specific in its planning. 

• Emphasize the economic development potential, including job creation, of the 
project.  Fare & Square has found this aspect of the project appealing to funders 
and political supporters. 

• Research and prepare appropriately for accepting nutritional assistance benefits. 
• Build relationships with potential high volume customers, such as churchesʼ food 

pantries. 
 
Business structure 

• Consider a non-profit legal structure.  As a non-profit grocery store, Fare & 
Square can choose not to sell certain unhealthy items, such as alcohol and 
tobacco products, and offer subsidy programs to very low income customers 
without concern for making the store unprofitable.  Non-profit status also gives 
the project access to grant funding. 

 
Business model 

• Consider the limited assortment format store, along with additional full-service 
departments. 

• Take into consideration both the financial capacity of the neighborhood to support 
the store (i.e. the neighborhoods collective spending power and typical spending 
patterns) and the ability to access lower cost products through distributors with 
larger minimum orders when deciding what size grocery store might be 
appropriate. 

• Carefully consider whether to sell alcohol and tobacco products in terms of both 
the mission of the project and potential financial impacts on the store. 

• Consider a mobile market. 
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6.2. Urban farms in under-resourced communities 
 
Paul Quinn College uses its on-campus urban farm, the WE Over Me Farm, to provide 
nutrition and agricultural education to students and community members, while also 
offering valuable work opportunities to students.  Table 6.2 highlights the potentional for 
an urban agricultural operation to spur community economic development. The table 
summarizes that major features of the WE Over Me Farm and RecoveryPark, an 
ambitious project in Detroit, MI estimated to create 150 jobs in 6 months and 2,500-
3,5000 jobs over the next 10 years in urban agriculture and food processing.  For a 
profile of RecoveryPark, see Appendix E2. 
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6.2.1. Lessons and advice from case study organization 
 
RecoveryPark ʻs CEO Gary Wozniak offers several pieces of advice that are applicable 
to both PQCʼs on-campus farm and the grocery store I have proposed in this report.  
RecoverPark provides lesson in terms of planning, gaining support, and developing the 
business structure and model for an urban agricultural economic development project. 
 
Planning and gaining support 

• Avoid relying on processes that are difficult or political.  Look for opportunities 
with minimal political obstacles. 
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• Emphasize the projecʼs economic development potential, including job creation.  
RecoveryPark has gained more traction since it began talking about the project 
not as an urban farming endeavor, but as an economic development project. 

 
Business structure 

• Consider starting the business as a non-profit, at least initially.  As a non-profit 
project, RecoveryPark has gained access to grants and loan guarantees that 
would not be accessible to a for-profit urban farming business. 

 
Business model 

• Once the WE Over Me Farmʼs production is adequate, consider expanding into 
food processing. The commercial kitchen proposed in this report could serve as 
the facility for processing some of the WE Over Me Farmʼs produce into value-
added products, such as jams, salsas, etc.  Even minimal value-added 
processing has greater job creation- and profit-potential than un-processed 
produce. 

 
 
6.3 Grocery stores that source locally 
 
By creating a grocery store in its community, Paul Quinn College not only wants to 
provide healthy food access but also strengthen the local and regional food economy, 
thereby maximizing local economic development and the educational value for PQC 
students.  While I have not proposed that PQCʼs store source exclusively from local 
sources, understanding how other retailers approach local sourcing will be invaluable 
going forward.  Table 6.3 summarizes the local sourcing practices of Momʼs Organic 
Market and City Market-Onion River Co-op.  Appendix E3 has comprehensive profiles of 
these grocery storesʼ local sourcing practices. 
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6.3.1. Lessons and advice from case study organization 
 
As discussed in Table 6.3, MOMʼs and City Market use a variety of practices to source 
their local products.  Both stores have found that working directly with farmers and 
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focusing on local products rather than purchasing goods exclusively through distributors 
without regard for origin increase the amount of work, but that doing so provides extra 
value to customers, the community, and, ultimately, the store.  Lessons from MOMʼs 
and City Marketʼs experiences and advice from interviewees can be divided into the 
following categories.  
 
Planning 

• Don’t be over-ambitious when starting out – keep the business in proportion to 
what PQC thinks it can manage.  City Market started as a buying club, 
purchasing goods in bulk and splitting them up, and has grown tremendously 
over the last decade, but its history and connections in the community helped the 
store make the next leap. 64 

• Focus on building strong relationships with wholesalers, distributors, farmers and 
producers.  Well-functioning relationships can help ease the often unexpected 
difficulties that can arise when sourcing locally.  

• Know your customers.  For example, are they going to prefer locally-produced 
potatoes, even if they look “ugly”? 

 
Business structure 

• Consider a cooperative model.  Many resources, such as the National 
Cooperative Grocery Association, exist to help start co-ops.  “Co-ops can be 
motivated by values in way that businesses often are not.”65 

• Hire an expert buyer, someone with a lot of experience in buying for retail stores, 
in general, and sourcing locally, specifically. 

 
Business model 

• Focus on local, because doing so builds valuable relationships and helps grow 
every part of the food system. 66 

 
 
6.4 College- or University-affiliated social enterprises 
 
As a college working to start a social purpose business, PQC can learn from the 
experiences of organizations and businesses that are affiliated with institutions of higher 
education.  Table 6.4 summarizes CoFED, Bronco Urban Gardens, and The Corp, and 
Paul Quinn Collegeʼs proposed project. For in-depth profiles of CoFED, BUG, and The 
Corp, see Appendix E4. 
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6.4.1. Lessons and advice from case study organizations 
 
CoFED, BUG, and The Corp offer very different models for engaging students with their 
communities.  BUG is focused on helping students better understand social justice 
issues through experiential learning. The Corp and CoFED both help students gain 
business management skills. The Corp offers students experience with a traditional 
management structure while CoFED helps students practice direct democracy. The key 
takeaways from these 3 organizations are summarized as follows. 
 
Planning 

• Bring someone with retail/food business expertise into the business development 
process. 

• Consider partnering with CoFED to start the program.  CoFED has relevant 
knowledge and capacity and is interested in working with schools similar to PQC. 

• Build strong relationships with community-based organizations and community 
members to ensure the business truly meets the needs of the community. 

• Include students in the process of starting the business to establish buy-in and 
ensure that students feel a sense of ownership.  Consider including students in 
management positions; doing so will both create incredible educational value and 
contribute to gaining student support. 

 
Educational attributes 

• Use the grocery store setting as an opportunity for education on student- and 
worker-empowerment. 

• Plan for the sustainability of the proposed community grocery store by carefully 
considering the College’s relationship with and responsibilities to the business. 

 
Business structure 

• Being on campus has its advantages.  For example, as Georgetown University, 
with its extensive resources, expands, building new facilities or renovating old, 
the Corp can expand too, moving into these new or renovated spaces. 

 
Marketing 

• Marketing is crucial.  People are attracted to and want to support businesses with 
social missions – use this to increase the customer base. 
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7. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 
To understand whether or not a grocery store is financially feasible given the market 
potential in the community, I created scenarios for a basic grocery store income 
statement. Based on publicly available data and extrapolations from that data, I created 
27 income statement scenarios for a small grocery store that provide an idea of a 
grocery storeʼs main expenses and demonstrate the financial complications a PQC 
grocery store could face in its operations.  This section also draws attention to the 
precariousness of profitability and the importance of carefully tracking margins in the 
grocery store industry.  
 
 
7.1. Income and expense assumptions 
 
Stores face very different financial circumstance depending on their size, revenue, and 
costs. To demonstrate the financial situations Paul Quinn College could face, I created a 
set of income statements based on a set of revenue and expense assumptions.  For 
revenue scenarios, I used 3 different small store sizes and 3 possible revenue per 
square foot estimates, which when multiplied together create total sales revenue 
estimates. For the expense scenarios, I used 3 different estimates of the percentage of 
revenue spent on categories of expenses.  
 
In the literature, sales revenue per square foot for grocery stores ranges from $350 to 
over $600 per square foot. 67, 68  The bases for the total revenue scenarios are shown in 
Table 7.1. 
 

 
 
The breakdown of expenses as a percentage of revenue ranges by the type and size of 
store.  For some stores, such as natural food co-ops, the gross margins (the sales 
revenue minus the cost of the goods sold (COGS)) are over 35%,69 while in some rural 
grocery stores in low-income areas the gross margins are just above 20%.70  As shown 
in table 7.2, I used 3 scenarios for expenses as a percentage of revenue.  The sources 
and assumptions behind these scenarios are discussed in more detail in Appendix B. 
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When COGS decrease as a percentage of revenue in these scenarios, personnel 
expenses increase, suggesting that lower COGS either allows grocery store managers 
to pay their workers better or that maintaining lower COGS requires more labor. 
 

 
 
The 27 scenarios based on these assumptions are available in Appendix G.  
 
 
7.2. Income statement scenarios 
 
In Table 7.3, I have provided 3 of income statement scenarios to illustrate how a grocery 
storeʼs income statement looks different depending on the size of the store, the revenue 
generated per square foot, and the percentages of revenue spent on each category of 
expenses.   
 
While these scenarios necessarily show profit, the table shows how a store with low 
revenue per square foot under a low-income store expense scenario, nets only $36,750 
and it is easy to imagine how a small miscalculation in management could lead to 
spending an additional $36,750 on purchasing goods or paying personnel.  In contrast, 
a larger store with 10,000 square feet of retail space that generates $600 in revenue per 
square foot has close to $150,000 of flexibility before the store loses money. 
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7.2.1. Financial analysis for an 8,000 square foot store  
 
Taking the mid-range scenario from Table 7.3 - an 8,000 square foot store with $425 
revenue per square foot and the national supermarket average expense scenario – and 
holding fixed all costs except COGS and personnel expenses, I created scenarios 
showing the effects on profitability of increased and decreased spending on COGS and 
personnel. 
 
As shown in Table 7.4, a 2.58% increase in the both the costs of goods sold and 
personnel expenses results in a break-even financial scenario for the grocery store.  A 
4% reduction in COGS and personnel expenses results in more than a doubling of 
annual income to close to $270,000.  In contrast, a 4% increase in both COGS and 
personnel expenses generates close to $60,000 in losses. 
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Table 7.4 assumes that the grocery store can generate $425 per square foot.  Table 7.5 
shows how many customers and how frequently they must shop to generate this 
medium level of revenue per square foot.  Drawing on the market potential figures from 
Section 5.2.4 (Table 5.13), an 8,000 square-foot store would need to capture over 40% 
of the market surplus within a 5-minute drive of the on-campus site and not within a 5-
minute drive of another full-service grocery store (within a 5-minute drive, exclusively) to 
generate $425 per square foot.  Each of the approximately 2,900 households within a 5-
minute drive, exclusively, would need to spend a total of about $22 at the store each 
week to generate $3.4 million in sales. 
 
As shown in Table 7.5, for an 8,000 square-foot store to generate even $350 in revenue 
per square foot requires 32 customers to spend $20 each hour the store is open, 
assuming it is open for business 12 hours per day, 7 days per week.  Even this low-
revenue store captures 36% of the market potential within a 5-minute drive, exclusively. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
To ensure both access to healthy food and the financial sustainability of Paul Quinn 
Collegeʼs business, I recommend that PQC pursue a small, limited-assortment format 
grocery store with an auxiliary business to supplement grocery store revenues. 
 
As PQC continues its efforts to address food access issues in its community, a grocery 
store stands out as a crucial feature – one that Highland Hills lacks – of a neighborhood 
with adequate access to healthy food.  As discussed in the market study, Paul Quinn 
Collegeʼs neighborhood is in difficult position.  The neighborhood is neither rich enough 
nor dense enough to sustain a full-sized supermarket, and Minyard Food Store, a full-
service supermarket, is just a 6-minute drive from the proposed site on Paul Quinn 
Collegeʼs campus.  Minyardʼs, however, is much farther from individuals who live south 
of PQC and is inaccessible to individualʼs who do not own cars or cannot drive. In 
summary, PQC faces a quandary: the community needs better access to healthy food, 
but the residents cannot financially support a full-sized supermarket.  A small grocery 
store helps tackle the food access issues many residents face and an auxiliary business 
helps deal with the high costs and low margins of a small grocery store. 
 
 
8.1. Grocery store structure 
 
Based on projections discussed in Section 5.2.4, I recommend that PQC build an 8,000 
square foot full-service store on the proposed site on its campus.  An 8,000 square foot 
store is large enough both to offer a full array of products and to achieve some 
economies of scale in its sourcing.  At this size, the PQC store would need to generate 
$2.8 million in sales yearly to achieve low industry averages of $350 in sales per square 
foot of retail space.  To achieve this level of sales, each household within a 5-minute 
drive of the proposed site on PQCʼs campus and not within a 5-minute drive of any other 
full-service store would need to spend about 35% of their current grocery store spending 
at PQCʼs store.  The head of each of the approximately 2,900 households would need 
to spend $18 per week.  Gaining such a foothold in the market will likely be extremely 
difficult.  To achieve profitability, PQC will have to rely on: 1) the store building a 
reputation as a community center that does more than sell groceries; 2) lower wage 
costs by employing student-workers, and 3) supplemental income from an auxiliary in-
store business. 
 
As a product of an effort to address food access needs and build economic 
development, the PQC store should distinguish itself from its competitors by making 
itself a store of and for the community.  PQC can make itself into a true community 
grocer through the products it offers (below), how it sources those products (Section 
8.2), how it treats its employees (Section 8.3), and the services it offers (Section 8.4 and 
8.5). 
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PQC should focus on offering those products that are not available at nearby corner or 
convenience stores – fresh fruits and vegetables, quality dry goods, and healthful and 
delicious prepared food.  Following the limited-assortment format, the PQC store should 
offer a wide variety of products but fewer options within each category.  PQC should 
plan on carrying about 30% of the inventory of a conventional supermarket.   
 
PQC should plan on building a commercial kitchen into the grocery store to prepare 
food for a full-service deli.  While build out and equipment will be expensive, a full-
service deli will be critical for profitability and attracting customers.  A full-service deli 
with quality prepared foods both is an asset to the community and has larger profit 
margins71 that can help cover low margins or losses in other departments.  A full-service 
deli with inviting seating to create a café-like atmosphere could serve as a community 
gathering place.  A commercial kitchen preparing high quality, healthful food will also 
provide an additional educational opportunity for PQC student-workers.  A nimble full-
service deli can also use as ingredients surplus or seconds that are not presentable for 
retail sale, reducing costs and helping reduce waste and losses in other departments.   
 
 
8.2. Grocery store sourcing practices  
 
How PQC sources its products will greatly affect the PQC storeʼs potential to create 
local economic development as well as its environmental impact.  While for many of its 
staple groceries PQC will likely rely on a traditional distributor, PQC should strive to 
work with a locally-owned distributor that will understand and value PQCʼs social 
mission and work to meet the PQC storeʼs unique needs. 
 
PQC should also build relationships with local producers (including its own WE Over Me 
Farm) of vegetables, fruit, meat, and prepared foods.  Paul Quinn College will need to 
work with its students and community to create the definition of “local” that the proposed 
grocery store will use in terms of producersʼ location, practices, and contribution to the 
communityʼs economic sustainability.  While time consuming for the storeʼs managers, 
working directly with local producers can allow the store to purchase goods at a lower 
cost, while giving a higher price to the producers than if they were to sell to an 
aggregator.  Sourcing, where possible, from local producers will not only distinguish the 
PQC store from its competitors, but create a great beneficial impact on the local 
economy. 
 
 
8.3. Grocery store labor and management 
 
Paul Quinn College is in the process of becoming a Work College, which indicates the 
schoolʼs dedication to using work as an educational tool.  As a Work College, all PQC 
students will be required to work at workstations throughout the College and in the 
community.  PQCʼs store will be one such station.  Student-workers will provide lower 
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cost labor than non-student workers.  However, as students, they will have limited time 
capacity and the store will need to hire non-student workers to provide some base labor 
and to manage the store. 
 
Student-worker positions should have strong educational components.  As student-
workers progress in their studies, they should be given opportunities to take on more 
demanding roles based on past performance.  For example, as a PQC freshman, a 
student-worker might spend many of his or her work hours stocking shelves, but, as a 
senior, he or she might assist a department manager or the general manager with 
inventory and ordering.  
 
Because PQC wants the grocery store not only to provide food access to the 
community, but also generate economic development, PQC should focus on providing 
quality jobs for non-students in four ways:  

1. create full-time as opposed to part-time positions wherever possible 
2. provide living wages 
3. work towards providing benefits, such as paid sick leave and health insurance 
4. consider developing a worker-owner model, in which employees have equity in 

the store  
 
PQC should hire a general manager with significant grocery retail experience, an 
aptitude for managing the unusual nature of the business, and a passion for the social 
mission of the business.  The general manager will have to not only manage student-
workers and non-student employees, but also oversee the stores non-traditional 
practices such as sourcing directly from local producers and collaborating with 
community partners to offer educational and health services (see Section 7.4).  
 
 
8.4. Customer service and education 
 
To gain traction in the community and develop customer loyalty, PQC should offer 
quality customer service and additional educational and health services.  Making service 
a focus of the store will be crucial to building customer loyalty.  To meet its social goals 
of improving the health of the community and to distinguish itself as a community center, 
the PQC store should also provide educational and health services such as nutrition 
education, cooking classes, health screenings, and urban gardening workshops.  To 
ensure such services do not cut into the storeʼs bottom line, the PQC store should 
partner with interested and relevant student groups and local community partners to 
provide these additional services.  
 
 
8.5 Auxiliary business options 
 
To help ensure profitability, the PQC store should have an auxiliary business or 
businesses.  There are many options for what type of business PQC chooses to add to 
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the grocery store, but whatever PQC chooses, the business should have higher profit 
margins than grocery retail, take advantage of existing infrastructure or waste from the 
store, and should also contribute to the educational and social mission of the grocery 
store. Here I have presented several options into which PQC should conduct further 
study to get a better sense for the market opportunity, potential profitability, and mission 
match.  
 
8.5.1 Catering business 
 
Using the commercial kitchen, recipes, and resources of the full-service deli, the PQC 
store could develop a catering business that serves the neighborhood and the wider 
Dallas community.  A catering business tends to have higher profit margins than a 
grocery store and is a good companion business to a full-service deli.  Potential issues 
of conflict and competition might arise depending on the contract that PQC has in place 
with its current on-campus food service provider.  The PQC store would have to 
negotiate with the school and its food service provider to resolve any such issues. 
 
8.5.2. Rentable commercial kitchen 
 
In some communities, local processed food producers – such as someone making and 
canning handmade batches of jam, salsa, or BBQ sauce – have trouble accessing a 
health department-inspected commercial kitchen to process their products.  Depending 
on the need among Dallas food producers, PQC could rent its commercial kitchen 
space (during the hours its deli chefs do not need the space) to local food 
entrepreneurs.  A commercial kitchen facility in Durham, North Carolina rents its space 
to local prepared food businesses for $20-30 per hour (depending on the type of 
cooking and the total number of hours per month).72 
 
8.5.3. Socially responsible retail financial services 
 
PQC could also offer financial services to the community. Several credit unions and 
financial service providers have developed socially-responsible payday loans and check 
cashing services.  Emerge Financial Wellness, for example, offers its financial wellness 
services as a benefit product that employers can provide to their employees.  The 
companyʼs services include financial wellness assessments, one-on-one financial 
coaching, and access to emergency loans for employees.  The emergency loans are 
next-day loans from FDIC-insured banks and credit unions with interest rates ranging 
from 9 to 19.99% APR, a far lower rate than the equivalent 400% APR that payday 
lenders charge in upfront fees.  Successfully repaid, an Emerge Financial Wellness loan 
can help build an individualʼs credit.73 
 
The Community Center for Self-Help, a nationally renowned credit union and 
responsible lending advocate, has started the Community Trust Prospera Credit Union 
in California that targets individuals without their own bank accounts (also know as 
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unbanked individuals) and tries to bring them into the traditional financial services 
system. Prosperaʼs credit union branches offer check cashing with only a 1% upfront 
fee, which is far lower than the 5% fee that traditional check cashers charge.  Tailored to 
the unbanked Latino population, the credit union attempts meets its target populationʼs 
needs, also offering money transfers via the Western Union network, bill paying 
services, and money orders.  Along with these services, Prospera offers clients 
information on traditional banking services, such as checking and savings accounts, 
and encourages them to become members of the credit union.74, 75 
 
Developing similar services would meet a need for socially-responsible retail financial 
services in PQCʼs neighborhood.  A quick survey of available financial services reveals 
the closest full service bank on the corner of East Ledbetter and Bonnie View Road is 
approximately 2 miles from the proposed site on PQCʼs campus.76  This Wells Fargo 
branch offers several services relevant to the target population, including check cashing, 
money orders, and cashiers checks, along with traditional banking services.77  In 
considering developing such financial services, PQC should do a thorough market study 
to assess need and market potential.  PQC should also partner with an experienced and 
established financial retailer, such as a local credit union that targets low-income or 
unbanked communities. 
 
 
 
By deciding to start a community grocery store on its campus, Paul Quinn College is 
undertaking a complicated and risky project. Though it will not be easy to get the store 
up and running, and turning a profit, Paul Quinn College has the opportunity with this 
project both to address a real need in the community and to educate its students about 
the value of work and being true servant leaders. Before the vision set out in this 
business model can become a reality, Paul Quinn College must undertake a number of 
additional steps discussed in the next section. 
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9. NEXT STEPS 
 
This report provides PQC with a business model, a retail grocery market study, financial 
analysis, and general background knowledge on the state of the field.  This section 
outlines the additional steps PQC will need to take to make the PQC store a reality. 
 
 
9.1. Market survey of PQC grocery store trade area 
 
Paul Quinn College should conduct a survey of neighborhood residents about their 
current grocery shopping habits, their unmet needs, and their preferences for products.   
While demographic data and retail sales data can provide a good overview of market 
potential and need, a survey fills in the details.  A sample food access survey and a 
market research survey template are available in Appendices H1 and H2, respectively.  
PQC should adapt these surveys into one appropriate for the PQC store and conduct 
market research among neighborhood residents.  A statistical methods or business 
course might use designing and conducting this survey and analyzing its results as a 
class project.  With the survey results, PQC can fill in the details of the business model 
and transform it into a full-fledged business plan. 
 
 
9.2. In-depth financial projections for PQC grocery store model 
 
To truly understand what it will take to make the PQC store financially viable, PQC 
should create a financial model projecting capital costs, revenues, and expenses to see 
how long it will take for the store to become profitable.  PQC has already worked with an 
architect to provide construction and build-out cost estimates for a much smaller, 3,000 
square foot space.  Perhaps this architect can estimate the cost of a larger store.  With 
these estimates, PQC should work with a retail grocery expert to estimate initial costs, 
including purchasing an initial stock of inventory, and ongoing costs of labor, inventory, 
rent, utilities, etc.  Based on the market study in this report and the results of the 
suggested market survey, PQC can create revenue projections.  With projected costs 
and revenue, PQC can better determine when and what it will take for the store to 
become profitable. 
 
 
9.3. Market research on and financial analysis of auxiliary business 
 
Given the market potential found in the market study in the project, PQC will likely want 
to create an auxiliary business to ensure the financial success of the PQC store.  As 
discussed in Section 8.5 of this paper, this auxiliary service or business could take many 
forms.  PQC should asses the market potential and conduct a survey to understand 
whether a proposed auxiliary business has profit potential and, importantly, whether it 
would serve a community need.  PQC will also need to estimate the costs and revenues 
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to create a financial portrait of the auxiliary business.  These estimates can be 
incorporated into the overall financial analysis of the PQC store. 
 
 
9.4 Legal structure determination 
Paul Quinn College should work with its corporate lawyers to address the legal 
questions of starting a PQC grocery store.  The lawyers need to determine the 
consequences of the store being a for-profit versus a non-profit business and being a 
subsidiary of PQC versus an independent business.  These determinations affect 
potential sources of funding for and the financial prospects of the store. 
 
 
9.5. Start-up capital for PQC grocery store 
 
Armed with a business model and financial projections, PQC should seek a combination 
of grants and loans to start the store.  Funders interested in job creation, food access 
issues, social entrepreneurship, and higher education innovation may be interested in 
providing start-up capital and funding for the initial years.  Securing a loan guarantee 
from interested investors or a state entity would be crucial to securing low cost financing 
for the project. 
 
 
9.6. Product sourcing research 
 
To use an innovative supply approach that prioritizes local economic development and 
minimizes environmental impact, PQC will need to establish relationships early with its 
suppliers.  The PQC store should work to secure a strong partnership with a traditional 
grocery store supplier/distributor that is interested in working with PQCʼs unique needs.   
 
PQC will also need to establish relationships with local producers.  Understanding which 
suppliers work with local markets in the area and securing their commitment to supply to 
the PQC store will take time and staff capacity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


